A Pecora moment awaits
The ongoing Banking Royal Commission, despite
being hamstrung with limited terms of reference and a
duration of only one year, still has the capacity to create some major earthquakes for the banking world. The
commission is blessed with a Commissioner, Kenneth
Hayne, who seems determined not to preside over a
cover-up, and at least one Senior Counsel, Rowena Orr,
who is skilled and tenacious enough to draw out the dirtiest of details.
In a mere five days inquiring into mortgage lending, the commission exposed the horrific extent of the
fraud being conducted by the banks, but it has only uncovered the tip of the iceberg. What Australia needs is a
Ferdinand Pecora—the chief counsel for the US Senate
Committee on Banking and Currency, charged with investigating the causes of the 1929 stock market crash, in
what thereafter became known as the Pecora Commission. In Rowena Orr SC we certainly have someone with
that capability. The following excerpt of the introduction
to the 2010 book, The Hellhound of Wall Street: How
Ferdinand Pecora’s investigation of the Great Crash forever changed American finance by Michael Perino (Penguin Books), reveals how rapidly this commission could
bring about real change if its commissioner and senior
counsels so decide. In such case it could become a catalyst for Glass-Steagall banking laws as the Pecora Commission was for the original Glass-Steagall Act in 1933.
Keep this in mind as you read about this ordinary man
who made an extraordinary difference to world history.
“Pecora was ambitious, and he certainly loved the
limelight, but he was no more a demagogue than [President Franklin] Roosevelt. He was avowedly liberal and
reform-minded; to those who knew him best he was an
idealist with ‘an inveterate passion for justice’. No Wall
Street expert, his conclusions about the impropriety of
certain stock market practices were sometimes off base.
In the end, though, those missteps didn’t matter. His success lay not in his talent for inciting passions and inflaming prejudices nor in the intellectual purity of his arguments, but in his ability to crystallise the zeitgeist of the
early Depression years—the politicians’ vague and vitriolic denunciations of Wall Street and the bitter grousing
of a broken-down populace—into hard facts and concrete evidence.
“Ultimately, the acclaim Pecora garnered was justified
because the hearings he led fundamentally changed the
relationship between Washington and Wall Street. Before 1933 the federal government had taken a hands-off
approach to the stock market. But the hearings, and the
public clamour they created, changed all that. In his Inaugural Address, Roosevelt declared, ‘There must be an
end to a conduct in banking and in business which too
often has given to a sacred trust the likeness of callous
and selfish wrongdoing’, and he called for ‘strict supervision of all banking and credits and investments’. Many
would argue that the former is still all too true, but Roosevelt at least delivered on the latter. Over the course of
Roosevelt’s famous first hundred days in office and then
in the year following, Congress passed and Roosevelt
signed a flurry of banking and securities legislation, most
of which still governs our financial markets today. The first
federal securities laws, federal deposit insurance, and the
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creation of the Securities and Exchange Commission all
trace their roots back to that fertile political soil.
“Pecora made it all possible because his investigation created the sensational headlines necessary to galvanise public opinion for reform. As Benjamin Cohen,
a lawyer and one of the primary drafters of those laws,
put it, bankers were ‘so discredited in the public eye that
Congress was ready to pass anything’. Securities and Exchange Commission historian Joel Seligman argues that
‘effective securities legislation might not have been enacted had Pecora’s revelations not galvanised broad public support for direct federal regulation of stock markets’.
Even Roosevelt drew a direct link between the wrongdoing Pecora uncovered and his ability to push through
reform legislation. The legislative changes flowed right
out of the hearings. ‘We built completely on his work’,
James M. Landis, former commission chairman and another drafter of the securities laws, observed. Most famous
congressional hearings take the name of the committee
chair, but Pecora’s stellar performance was so dominating, his questioning so riveting, and his investigations so
thorough that the Banking and Currency hearings eventually became known simply as the Pecora hearings.
“In short, the hearings played a critical role in our financial history. And they almost didn’t happen.
“Almost, that is, but for Pecora’s prodigious legal skills
mixed with a healthy dose of luck and what can only by
described as impeccable timing. In fact, most of the Pecora hearings would never have occurred without a single, decisive turning point, a key moment that made the
rest of the hearings and reform legislation possible. Before Pecora’s appointment as chief counsel, the hearings
had dragged on for nearly a year. Despite a great deal of
early effort and promise, they had made little discernable headway and the resolution authorising the investigation was about to expire. Nearly everyone believed
the probe would limp quietly offstage, accomplishing
nothing and leaving Wall Street untouched. The turning
point—and the primary inspiration for Roosevelt’s line
about the money changers fleeing the temple—came in
late February 1933, just a few short weeks after Pecora
was first appointed counsel. It was just ten days, the ten
days in which Pecora examined the officers from National City Bank (now, a few name changes later, Citigroup),
particularly its chairman, Charles E. Mitchell. Pecora too
recognised the key role this brief period played, writing
that in those few days ‘a whole era of American financial life passed away’.”
Continued page 11

MASS ORGANISING
Turn the Banking Royal Commission
into a Pecora Commission!
If you have not already done so:
• email or call your federal MP to demand they pressure
PM Malcolm Turnbull to expand the terms of reference of the
Banking Royal Commission to include the structure of banking (vertical integration) and the prudential policies of APRA
• email the Royal Commission on FSRCenquiries@roy
alcommission.gov.au to ask Commissioner Kenneth Hayne
to expand his investigation to include APRA and banking
structure.
The original proposal for a parliamentary banking inquiry, pushed by the National Party with support from the
Greens, ALP and cross-benchers, was to examine the structure of banking and the regulatory system. Among other
things, this would have included bank regulator the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA), and so-called
vertical integration—the practice of universal banking, in
which major banks are massive conglomerates of all kinds
of financial services. But when Turnbull conferred with the
banks to call his Royal Commission, this was excluded. The
bank-approved terms of reference for the Royal Commission
dropped any mention of vertical integration, and stipulated
that the Royal Commission is “not required” to inquire into
“macro-prudential policy and regulation”, i.e. the regulatory
structure of banking, including APRA’s prudential policies.
The banking fraternity has already expressed its fear that
the commission could evolve, becoming a platform for

Glass-Steagall. The 13
March Australian Financial Review warned
that the Royal Commission could set up expectations of “a forced
break-up of their [the
banks’] activities”. The
paper insisted that the
commission “is not designed to be an inquiry into how our entire
successful banking industry has been structured, and nor must it BFCSA President Denise Brailey attends
the Banking Royal Commission hearings.
become one”.
The Commissioner can do the best job in the world, but
if all he is allowed to do is investigate and highlight instances of banks abusing their customers, but not look into the
structure of banking that allows banks to exploit their customers for their group profits, the Royal Commission is an
exercise in futility. Commissioner Hayne must use his authority to insist the government expand the terms of reference to enable him to investigate APRA’s policies and vertical integration. The government and banks must not get
away with hobbling the work of this Royal Commission.
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Perino compares Pecora with the major target of his tenday inquiry , “Sunshine” Charlie Mitchell. Mitchell was a
big-shot “banker of bankers”, world renowned, and a leading figure in New York’s social elite. Pecora was an Italian immigrant who had just a few hundred dollars to his
name. Mitchell, who pioneered stock- and bond-selling
to the middle class, “had testified in congressional hearings before and had emerged unscathed”. On the other
hand, Pecora, whose name was unknown in New York,
“had been committee counsel for just a few weeks and
had almost no time to investigate the bank’s complex and
far-flung operations”. Later in the book, Perino provides
further insight into Pecora. He was a lawyer who “knew
very little about the inner workings of Wall Street”, but he
did his homework. Pecora did not allow an inch of wiggle room to Mitchell, an expert in his field, recalling details of documents he had raced through in his prior inspections of bank ledgers and minute books. “Pecora had
all the facts at his fingertips and if someone tried to dodge
and weave he was ready”, said Perino. From all accounts,
Pecora was “completely in charge of the hearing room and
at times he genuinely seemed to be having fun”.
At the start of the hearings, however, “Nobody was expecting very much from Pecora”, wrote Perino. But “Just
ten days after the City Bank hearings began, Mitchell would
walk out alone, discredited and disgraced. The bank quickly accepted his resignation.”
“Pecora had shown that the bank and its securities-trading arm had engaged in all sorts of unsavoury
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behaviour. It sold worthless bonds to investors without fully disclosing their risks, manipulated its own stock price
and the stock prices of other companies, and lavishly compensated its executives as the country plunged into depression. It’s almost impossible not to hear in today’s financial problems the echoes of those hearings held more
than seventy-five years ago. Most Americans then blamed
Wall Street and the banking sector for the ills facing the
country. There was populist outrage over excessive executive compensation. The markets seemed to be awash in
manipulative short selling, in favourable deals for the fortunate few, and in dodgy loans that were foisted on unwary investors. Against the backdrop of the then exploding banking crisis, the disclosures were riveting and, ultimately, revolutionary.
“While the investigation continued to produce stunning
revelations for months—including a dramatic confrontation between Pecora and JP Morgan Jr later that spring—
it was those ten days that set the tone for everything that
followed. It was then, when banks across the country were
shuttering, when City Bank’s executives were in the dock,
and when Pecora led America through the bank’s financial machinations, that the federal government crossed its
regulatory Rubicon. This was the turning point in which
the relationship between Wall Street and Washington was
forever altered. …
“Those ten days were a vivid sign that something fundamental had changed in the power structure of the country.
“This is the story of those ten days.”
4 April 2018
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